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AGENDA ITEM 9

General debate (continued)

I. Mr. MKAPA (United Republic of Tanzania): It is
with great pleasure, and a modest measure ofpride , that
I congratulate you, Sir, on behalf of the Tanzania dele
gation, upon your assumption ofthe high office ofPresi
dent of this General Assembly. Your special relation
ship with us needs no explanation. All we are left to do
is to wish you great success and assure you ofour total
co-operation in the honoured role in which you have
been placed by the international community. I wish, at
the same time, to express our thanks through you to the
States Members of the United Nations. The United
Republic of Tanzania sees in your election to the presi
dency of the General Assembly a mark of appreciation
of its contribution to the endeavours of this world body
to promote international peace, understanding and co
operation. We are certain that you will discharge your
responsibilities with skill and distinction, and thus do
credit to the African region and the non-aligned group
of nations to which you and your country belong.

2. Your predecessor, Ambassador Lievano, distin
guished himself in office by his dedication, patient di
plomacy, fairness, courtesy and competence. We hope
his record will be an inspiration to you, and we wish him
continued success in the service of his great country,
Colombia.

3, Allow me now to pay a tribute to the Secretary
General, Mr. Kurt Waldheim, who has had a very busy
year. His untiring efforts in search of solutions to the
complex problems of the world have taken him to many
places around the world. I want to recall particularly his
unfailing efforts to solve the problems of southern Af
rica. I also recall his fruitful attendance at the sixteenth
ordinary session of the Assembly ofHeads of State and
Government of the Organization of African Unity
[OAU] in July in the Liberian capital-Monrovia
where he made a comprehensive review of the state of
the world today. By the dedication and constructive
role Mr. Waldheim has charted for his office, the pres-

tige and the hopes that we have in this world body have
been very much enhanced. We wish him continued
good health.

4. We learnt with deep shock of the untimely death,
early this month, of Mr. Agostinho Neto, the President
of the People's Republic of Angola. Mr. Neto and his
countrymen have had a long association with my
country and people, a relationship which deepened
through Angola's armed struggle for independence.
The association ripened in the post-independence years
as, along with the other front-line States, we met,
planned and worked together to discharge the duty
entrusted to us by the OAU to act as a firm rear base for
the armed struggle for the liberation ofsouthern Africa.
With his passing, Africa has lost a great son, a great
patriot, a great freedom fighter, a great revolutionary
thinker and a great statesman. I ask the Angolan delega
tion to convey my delegation's heartfelt condolences to
the family of the late President, to the MPLA I Workers
Party, and to the Government and people of Angola.

5. Since the United Nations was founded over three
decades ago, visible and significant success has been
achieved III the process of decolonization. Tanzania
salutes the invaluable contributions made by the United
Nations in enhancing the cause of peace and the free
dom of millions of peoples from colonial domination
and oppression, From the time the General Assembly
adopted resolution 1514 (XV), 19 years ago, many
countries including my own, have joined the ranks of
free and' independent nations whose tribute to the
United Nations is their presence in this chamber as
equal Members. In this sessio~ we h~ve admitted t.o
membership the new State ofSmut LUCia and I take thiS
opportunity to congratulate that State and to welcome
its representatives in our midst.

6. This Organization's decolol;1iza,tion agenda i~ .not
yet finished; in fact, what remaills IS the m~st cntlc~
phase. In what is now almost an annual ntu~, thiS
General Assembly will address itself to the questIOns of
Southern Rhodesia, Namibia, and South Africa, in con
formity with the various resolution,S of the.OAU, the
non-aligned movement and the Umted NatIOns. Over
the past year .we have ~~en a ,lot ~f m~vement l;lUt no
basic change III the polItical sttuatlon III the region.

7. In Rhodesia, the illegal racist regime succeede~,
through a constituti0t:Ial f~aud and a,n electoral farce, In
entrenching white mmonty rule WIth a ~ront of black
faces. No Member State has be.en deceived by tJ:1ese
manoeuvres, and we urge the m~nten~ce.ofsanc~Ions
against that regime, and the demal to It of International
recognition.

S. The new Government of the United Kingdom has

I Movimento Popular de Liberta~iio de Angola,
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called a conference in London of all the parties to the
Rhodesian conflict following the Commonwealth
agreement reached at the Meeting of Heads ofGovern
ment of Commonwealth Countries, at Lusaka in Au
gust, on the way to proceed to a negotiated settlement
[see Ai34/439-S/13515, annex, para. 15]. I should like to
reiterate my country's attitude to these talks.

9. We support the Commonwealth agreement on
Rhodesia. We welcome the talks and believe that they
can produce agreement on a genuinely democratic con
stitution and on the modalities offree and fair elections
acceptable to the international community to put such a
constitution into effect. Ian Smith, who is avowedly
against majority rule, together with his black puppet
Government, must not be allowed to stand in the way of
an agreement. We stress the imperative, affirmed by the
United Kingdom Government itself, that independence
should not be given to Rhodesia by the United Kingdom
on the basis of principles and conditions essentially
different from those which applied at the accession of
other fonner British colonial territories to
independence.

10. The talks in London provide a last opportunity for
a negotiated settlement. Should they fail to Jive up to
the Lusaka agreement, there is only the alternative of
war to the finish. And my country will support the
Patriotic Front so that itcan intensify and win that war.

I I. Namibia, which is a United Nations Territory,
continues to be occupied illegally and with impunity by
South Africa. South Africa has blocked the implemen
tation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978), thus
dealing a contemptuous blow to the expectations of a
settlement by peaceful means. Not only has South M
rica continued to defy the will of the international com
munity over Namibia, but it continues to use that Terri
tory to commit repeated aggression against neighbour
ing African States, killing and maiming thousands of
defenceless refugees and engaging in the wanton de
struction of property.

12. The responsibility of the United Nations is clear:
it, in its turn, must answer the challenge of South M
rica. The United Nations must reaffirm and demon
strate increased support for the South West Africa
People's Organization [SWAPO], the sole and legiti
mate representative of the people of Namibia, which is
committed to ending South African occupation. Sec
ondly, the United Nations now must impose sanctions
against South Africa under Chapter VII of the Charter.
Censure, in the circumstances, is not enough; it is in
fact the same as condonation.

13. In South Africa itself the regime's enforcement of
the policy of apartheid has become more vicious as it
receives and develops more weapons of oppression
against the majority African people. More Western
investment flows into the country to provide the
economic buttress of apartheid and the most vile sys
tem of oppression of man by man. Once again the
United Nations must institute effective measures, in
cluding sanctions, to force South Africa to abandon
apartheid. To stretch the Organization's tolerance
further will do great damage to its credibility.

14. During its thirty-third session, the General As
sembly affirmed the inalienable right of the Saharan

people to self-determination and independence [resolu
tion 33i3 J A]. I want to seize this opportunity sincerely
tocommend the Government of the brotherly Republic
of Mauritania for the great statesmanship it has dis
played in dealing with the problem of Western Sahara.
The decision of the Mauritanian Government to with
draw from Western Sahara should be saluted by all
people ofgood will. The people ofWestern Sahara, like
any other people, have the right to self-determination.
My Government has always given unqualified support
to the Saharan people through their authentic rep
resentatives, the Frente POLISARIO,2 in their struggle
against colonial occupation.

15. We recall that Morocco once laid claim to the
whole of Mauritania as part of its territory, refusing to
recognize Mauritania's independence. But in the end it
had to give up that claim. We hope that sooner, rath~r

than lat'er, Morocco will be persuaded to accept the
right of the people of Weste111 Sahara to self
determination and national independence.

16. We are at the end of the Disarmament Decade, as
well as the Second United Nations Development Dec
ade. The General Assembly resolutions which declared
the Disarmament Decade envisaged a relationship be
tween disarmament and development, anticipating that
resources saved from the arms industry would be di
verted to social and economic development for the
benefit of the population of the world. Today this objec
tive has not been achieved. Considerable human and
material resources are tied up in armament pro
grammes, to the detriment ofdevelopment, particularly
for the third world.

17. Only limited measures have been achieved in dis
armament, from the 1963 test ban Treaty3 to the current
agreements reached within the framework of the sec
ond round of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
[SALI1. And sometimes one is constrained to wonder if
these treaties do not set the rules for spurring the arms
race, rather than stopping it. Nevertheless, they do give
some encouragement, because they are a pointer to the
fact that the will to negotiate, to reach a broad level of
disarmament, is not lacking.

18. The developing countries have a vital interest in
disarmament. They must be concerned about the ever
growing military complexes in the powerful countries in
this world. Power rivalries have a habit of spilling over
into the third world, causing local wars, tension be
tween small and poor nations, and the continual diver
sion of scarce human and material resources to national
defence. Therefore, the arms race among the big Pow
ers contributes to world-wide inflation and increased
poverty in the third-world countries and militates
against co-operation for development among them. My
delegation therefore supports and renews the call for
general and complete disarmament under international
supervision.

19. As one of the littoral States of the Indian Ocean,
my country notes with great concern that over the past

, Frente Popular para In Liberaci6n de Saguia el-Hamra y de RCo de
Oro.

J Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere in
Outer Space and under Water, signed in Moscow on 5 August 1963.
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few years great-Power military presence has greatly
increased there. We call for greater co-operation from
the great Powers and the major maritime users of that
ocean in the efforts and negotiations aimed at imple
menting the 1971 United Nations Declaration of the
Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace [resolution 2832
(XXVI)].

20. The Cyprus stalemate persists, at the cost ofgreat
human suffering. We urge the parties concerned to give
momentum to the initiative taken earlier this year by
our Secretary-General, Mr. Waldheim, so that a politi
cal settlement may be achieved, based on the indepen
dence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and non
alignment of the Republic of Cyprus.

21. In the Middle East peace remains as elusive as it
was at the time of our last session. My delegation be
lieves and supports the view that peace cannot obtain in
this region while two gross injustices are allowed to
continue and to become entrenched. One is the denial
to the Palestinian people of the right to a homeland and
State of its own; the other is the occupation by Israel of
Egyptian, Syrian and Jordanian land. We support the
ri~ht of the Palestinian people, led by the Palestinian
LIberation Organization, to have a State of their own;
we support the right of Egypt, Syria and Jordan to use
all appropriate means to recover their territory; and we
energetically condemn Israel's murderous military at
tacks on Lebanon.

22. To come nearer our own country: we consider
that the island ofMayotte is part of the Republic of the
Comoros and support that country's aspiration to main
tain its political unity and territorial integrity.

23. My delegation notes that Korea remains divided.
We appreciate the Korean people's desire for peaceful
reunification. We hope that this goal will be achieved,
without foreign interference, on the basis of indepen
dence, peaceful reunification and a greater national
unity.

24. Mr. President, we would like to echo the ringing
appeal you made in your inaugural address [Ist meet
ing). on the plight of refugees around the world. Ref
ugees represent a global humanitarian problem which
demands the attention of this Organization. In Africa
alone we have more than 4 million refugees, who have
to find resettlement in other Mrican countries, which
already find it difficult to maintain a decent standard of
living for their own populations. It will be seen that the
world has so far paid only scant attention, in teffils of
the input of resources, to resettling African refugees,
some of whom are victims of oppression and of the
suppression which is visited upon them by the minority
raCIst regimes in southern Mrica. We therefore support
the creation ofa special fund for refugees and commend
all steps now being taken to alleviate the human tragedy
that is taking place in South-East Asia. We hope that, as
a result of the lessons of this tragedy, equal attention
will be paid now and in the future to the problems of
refugees in other parts of the world.

25. The world economy is in the throes of the most
severe crisis in history. Inflation, unemployment, cur
rency fluctuations and instability in the international
commodity trade have now become commonplace.

26. The impact of this crisis is being felt by all peoples
and all nations. The developing countries, however,
whose economies are much weaker and more vulner
able to the influence of external conditions, have been
hardest hit. Thus for many developing countries the
world economic crisis has led to the deterioration of
their terms of trade, the aggravation of their already
severe balance-of-payments difficulties, heavier debt
problems and the erosion of their meagre savings which
could have been used to finance development pro
&rammes for people already living below the poverty
line.

27. Some developed countries, individually and col
lectively, have over the past few years adopted and
implemented some measures aimed at insulating them
from the impact of the world economic crisis. These
measures have not only failed, but they have also ag
gravated the economic problems of the developing
countries which have had to bear the cost of the adjust
ment measures adopted by those developed countries.
For example, we have seen the proliferation of pro
tectionist measures adopted by certain developed
countries which then apply them to the imports of both
primary and processed goods from the developing
countnes. These measures have produced serious con
straints on both the agricultural and industrial develop
ment efforts of the developing countries and have led to
further deterioration in their tenns of trade.

28. The failure of these isolated, self-seeking and
piecemeal measures confirms our conviction that the
economic problems which continue to haunt the world
stem largely from the incompatibility between the ex
isting international economic system designed for the
colonial era, and the new realities of today's world of
interderendence. These are not problems of a mere
cyclica nature; they are clearly rather of a structural
nature. Mankind can only be rescued from further
economic disruption and political conflict through the
fundamental restructuring ofeconomic relations among
nations and the establishment of a new equitable inter
national economic order.

29. Unfortunately movement in this direction is not
spirited and there are those who think that time is an
unfailing catalyst of economic regeneration. In the
ongoing negotiations for the establishment of a New
International Economic Order, too much time has been
spent in restating the problems and too few concrete
decisions have been taken. This gap between words and
deeds is a manifestation of the lack of political will in
some developed countries.

30. At the fifth session of UNCTAD in Manila a new
programme of action for the least developed countries4

was launched but, sadly, agreement could not be
reached on some of the major issues which constitute
the foundation upon which the programme could be
successfully built. These include market access for the
manufactured goods ofdeveloping countries, refonn of
the international monetary system, the establishment
of a compensatory financing facility to meet shortfalls
in the export earnings the developing countries derive

4 See Proceedl~J:.sa/the United Natlolls Coriference on Trade and
Development, Fifth Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.II.D.14), part one A, resolution
122' (V).
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from commodities and automaticity in aid disburse
ment. The refusal of some developed countries to
pledge contributions to the "second window" of the
common fund of the Integrated Programme for Com
modities is one more indication of this lack of political
will.

31. We are therefore approaching the end of the Sec
ond United Nations Development Decade with no
room for complacency. With a filII load of resolutions
by this Assembly and other United Nations organs
largely unimplemented, the backlog of action that will
be carried over to the third development decade is
extremely heavy. Nations and Governments should be
required to renew their dedication and commitment,
but above all there will be a need for the political will to
translate the various decisions into a time-table ofcon
crete action. My delegation wishes to express the hope
that the third development decade will be more
dynamic and that greater political commitment will
emerge among Member States in the search for a more
balanced world economy and greater prospects for real
development in poor countries.

32. Both at the Fourth Ministerial Meeting of the
Group of 77, held at Arusha from 6 to 16 February this
year, and at the recently concluded Conferenceof non
aligned countries,s co-operation among developing
countries within the framework of national and collec
tive self-reliance was strongly emphasized. We urge
both the United Nations development system and the
developed countries to give full support and assistance
to the developing countries, so that they may
strengthen and expand their mutual co-operation,

33. The Third United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea is a decisive test of the spirit of meaningful
dialogue between the North and the South. Sea-bed
resources declared to be the common heritage of man
kind by this Assembly touch the very core of world
peace and equity. The joint management of sea-bed
reso.urces should have as ~ts primary objective the pro
motIon of equal opportumty to acquire sea wealth and
should be seen to have the effect of redistributing global
~ealth. The progress made thus far at the negotiations
III Ger:tev:a and ~n parti~ular the unanimity reached in
e~tabhshmg an IOternatlOnal sea-bed authority should
gIve al,l of us cau.se for sati~faction, despite the crucial
operatIOnal details that stIll remain outstanding. We
also trust that the Conference will respect the August
1980 deadline for concluding the negotiations.

34.. The ~e~r 1979 is the International Year of the
ChIld, and It IS now resolutely drawing to a close. I wish
to commend all the Member States which have striven
to make the y,ear a suc~ess. I wish also to commend
UNI~E.F:, which w~s given the onerous but joyful re
spons.lbIllty off,?cusmg upon and promoting the welfare
~f chIldren. .It IS my hope that member nations will
!ncrease. their contnbutions to UNICEF, so that the
lO~erest In and concern for the rights of the child so
Widely generated in this Year, may be promulgated by
pe!IDanent programmes for t~e development of the
chIld. Ifwe are to save succeedmg generations from the
scourge of ~ar as t~e Charter enjoins us, we cannot do
better than mvest m our youth.

: Sixth Conf~rence of Heads of State or Govenunent of Non
Ahgned Countnes, held at Havana from 3 to 9 September 1979.

35. yve are on the thresh?ld ofa new decade. We may
appraIse the past decade differently. Some may seeinit
a heap of thwarted ambitions; others may see a pit of
unrealistic expectations and demands. But on one thing
we can agree. We can agree that this has been a decade
of dialogue, a momentous dialogue, about how We
s.hou.1d shape our ~orld anew so that all its people can
hve In plenty and In peace; so that all its nations can
survive and thrive in equality, freedom and friendship.
Let us then proceed to agree that we shall make this
coming decade a decade of action to promote these
goals of progress and prosperity, in the spirit of the
United Nations.

36. M~. HAMEED (Sri Lanka): I should like to begin
by offen~gmy congratulations and felicitations to you,
Mr. ~resldent, o~ behalf of my delegation, on your
electIOn to the hIgh office of President of the thirty.
fourth session of the United Nations General Assem
bly. Our two countries, Mr. President, share a common
historical tradition, although we inhabit different conti
nents. Together, our nations have contributed to the
growth of African-Asian solidarity, on which the
structure of the non-aligned movement was built. We
are fellow-members of the Commonwealth. More inti
m~tely, w~ hav7had occa.sion to appreciate your sense
?f IOternatJonallsm, your Judgement and your unflinch
109 c~m~ltment to the cause of peace and harmony,
both m thiS august Assembly and In the working bodies
of the n,?n-aligne~ m?vement. We are aware of your
outstandmg contnbutlOn to the success of the Special
Comm~ttee on the Situati/;ln with regard to the Imple
mentatIon of the DeclaratIOn on the Granting of Inde
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and we are
confident that you will bring the same skills and dedica
tion to bear on the proceedings of the General Assem
bly, Your election as President at a comparatively early
age adds to the distinction.

3?- . All.ow me to pay a tribute as well to my friend and
dlstmgUlshed colleague, our outgoing President. I need
hardly recall that he presided over the work of the
G~neral A~seI?bly at a trying. period in the history of
thIS OrganizatIOn. He acted With firmness and fairness
contributing decisively and effectively to the conduct of
the thirty-third session of the General Assembly. Our
gratitude is due to him and is offered in full measure.

38. Previous speakers have commented on the con
til1;ued assistance the international community has re
ceived from our Secretary-General. Let me reinforce
those comments, on behalf of my Government and
m~s.elf. Mr. Waldheim's erudition, his willingness and
ablht¥ to hold the balance betwe~n contending parties
and hiS calmness under the most difficult circumstances
are widely recognized. We admire and appreciate his
efforts to strengthen the role of the United Nations in
world affairs and we pledge our continued co-
operation. .

39, It is with pleasure and pride, too, that Sri Lanka
~elcomes Saint Lucia as a Member of this Organiza
t!on. The growth of the membership of this Organiza
tIon unde~scores its univ~rsa1ity, whi~h is an objective
set forth In the Charter Itself and WIthout which the
authority and effectiveness of our Organization would
be seriously eroded.

40. Those of us who make the annual pilgrimage to the
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opening session of the General Assembly must have all
realized by now that our journeys are in grave danger of
turning into a kind ofpolitical tourism. For a long time,
pamphlet writers have assured their readers that travel
broadens the mind. Perhaps it does. On the other hand,
I should like to think that those of us who are entrusted
with the task of fonnulating and implementing the
foreign policies of our respective countries were en
dowed with this responsibility because we had already
showed more than passing familiarity with the affairs of
the world. If the only purpose served by our annual
visits here is to participate in a mind~broadening e~er
cise then the General Assembly, and mdeed the Uruted
Nations as a whole, is achieving considerably less than
its founding fathers intended.

41. My comments should not be mistaken for carping
criticism. I speak as a fervent believer in the United
Nations as one who is convinced that, at this time in
the hist~ry of mankind, if the United Nations did not
exist we would very soon be going about the task of
setting it up. I speak, moreover, as the Foreign Minister
of a country whose foreign policy has consistently em
phasized the need to respect, strengthen, and work
within the ambit of, the United Nations.

42. I make my comments in this spirit. I make my
comments in the hope that the full potential of the
United Nations can be realized within our lifetime.......in
the various aspects of human effort that add up to the
sum total of human life. The political, social and
economic aspects of human life are all part of our Or
ganization's responsibilities, and they all deserve equal
attention. They require attention, moreover, inapracti
cal down-to-earth manner, devoid ofpolemics, rhetoric
and sterile theorizing.

43. As representatives here are aware, it was Sri
Lanka's pnde and privilege to be the Chairman of the
non-aligned movement for the last three years-an
office that we handed over to the Republic ofCuba only
two weeks ago. During the three years of our steward
ship, the movement faced many challenges, and some
of those challenges threatened the very foundation of
the movement, but Sri Lanka is proud that we were able
to keep the unity of the movement intact in the face of
serious bilateral disputes that arose within the
membership.

44. When Sri Lanka assumed the chairmanship in
1976 there were 86 members, and on the threshold of
our handing over the movement after three years the

. membership had grown to 96. This is also a paradox,
because every time we met the prophets of doom pre
dicted that it would be the last time we would be meet
ing. Today, the movement is a dynamic factor in the
conduct of international affairs. It has become the un
challenged, the uncontested and the unquestioned offi
cial spokesman of the people of the third world. We are
happy to report to this Assembly, two-thirds of whose
membership is drawn from the non-aligned movement,
that Sri Lanka has been able to uphold that sacred trust
deposited with us by the membership of the movement
and to hand it over at the expiration of our office, as my
President, His Excellency J. R. Jayewardene, the out
goin~ Chairman, said in his address at Havana, "un
tarrushed and undiluted".

45. We wish to take this opportunity to thank all for
the support that had been rendered us to ensure that Sri

Lanka carried out its responsibilities in the most con
structive manner. We wish the new Chairman, the Re
pUblic of Cuba, every success.

46. During the past two and a half years, it has been
my privilege as Chairman of the Conference of
Ministers for Foreign Affairs ofNon-Aligned Countries
to visit many countries and to discuss international
affairs and international strategy with a wide range of
the world's political leadership. The overriding impres
sion I have gathered during those discussions and in
quiries is that of an international paradox, the coexist
ence of hope and despair; achievement and stagnation;
precept and reluctance to practice it. The result is a
feeling of disharrnony-a sense of unfulfilled obliga
tion, of unfulfilled expectation. This is true of almost
any aspect of human endeavour in our times.

47. For instance, ours is widely described as the sci
entific age, an age in which the wonders of science and
its handmaiden, technology, are considered capable of
solving almost any given human problem. Unfortu
nately, however, the advantages of the scientific age are
not universally felt, as speakers at the United Nations
Conference on Science and Technology for Develop
ment, held at Vienna from 20 to 31 August, rightly
pointed out. The result is a paradoxical mixture of
success and failure, of imbalance side by side with
~rowth. Man glories in his conquest ofouter space, and
III the excitement of successful journeys to the moon.
Today's medical technology enables a medical techni
cian to complete simultaneous tests on a single sample
of blood. Building technology has progressed to the
point where a prefabricated apartment can be assem
bled in slightly over 30 minutes. New strains of miracle
cereal have produced undreamed-of increases in the
world's food production.

48. Yet the numbers ofhuman beings who are hungry I

malnourished, inadequately housed and poor are
counted not in hundreds or in thousands, but in mil
lions. Even more paradoxical, the very societies that
nurture millionaires, fast cars, streamlined hospitals
and opulent housing are at the same time the scene of
sky-scraping living costs, galloping inflation and explo
sive unemployment. Forget the labels ofthe North and
the South, forget the labels of East and West. Thestark
fact is that within whatever form of society one may
live, the wonders and successes of the scientific age
leave large segments of the population untouched.

49. In political terms, ours is considered the age of
decolonization, and rightly so. In the nineteenth
century, the greater part ofthe world's land mass and of
its peoples was drawn into the fold of imperial
hegemony. That was the extent ofcolonialism in formal
tenus, with unequal treaties signed and large areas of
patrimony ceded. In less fonnal arrangements, where
colonial power was exercised wi~hou~ a pe~ent co
lonial presence, the extent of subjugatIOn was Wider and
deeper. A scholar has calculated that on the eve of the
Second World War some 80 per cent of the world's land
mass and 75 per cent of the world's population was in
one way or another actually under the control of colo
nial Powers. Let us not quibble over figures. The facts
of the colonial period are too much a part of history to
need debate. In the same way, the facts of decoloniza
tion are beyond dispute.

50. From the late I940s , when India and Sri Lanka
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became independent, to the 1970s the world has seen
the rapid dismantlinl;l of empires. Ov.er a hundred
nation-States took their places mthe famIly ofman, and
we need not wait for history to assure us that the role
and influence of the United Nations and the non-al~~ed

movement in this process were stron~ and deCISive.
Cynics sometimes say that decolomzatton has actually
unleashed acute problems and disorder in newly inde
pendent States. This argument. in fact: is sometim~s
used to justify the existence ofa few ra~Ist and colOnIal
redoubts in the world today. The eXlslence of these
pockets of outmoded political fonns is in itself a
paradox, Yes, these pockets must go.

S1. In our times there cannot be, and shou!d not be,
one man unfree or one inch of land occupied by an
aggressor or colonial Power. whether in the Middle
East in southern Africa or in any other part of the
world. Quenchin~ th~ thirst for freed.om is more e.sse.n
tial and more satlsfymg than acceptmg some artificial
form of order superimpos.~d by t~e m\~t of ~ distant
metropolitan Power. And It today s ~ol1tlcaLIy I~depen
dent nation-States find themselves m economIC disar
ray, that, too, is partly t.he result of an!Jther i~tef!la·
tional paradox: the surVival of economic dommatlOn
despite their political freedom.

52. These paradoxes can be viewed from an e~oteric

perspective, provid~ng hour~ ~d d~ys ,!f delight to
academics and pundIts who plle !Ibranes h~gh.and deep
with sophisticated but unfeeling descnptlons and
analyses of the human condition. They can, on the
other hand be set against a background of political
confrontati~n or to put it differently, in a perspective
of "we" and' "they". Neither approach is ~elpful.
There is a third option, however: th;at of seemg t~e
situation in human terms and attemptmg to remedy It,
also in human telms. My appeal to representatives to
day is that all of us accept the third option and strive
relentlessly to improve the hum~n condition and not
just reduce it to a jumble of platItudes.

53. This is particularly applicable at a time ~hen the
North and the South do not seem to know preCisely how
to get moving again in t~eir ,faltering ~fforts at together
ness. The reason for thiS dIffidence IS understandab\e.
A common struggle is simpler to mount when a diS
cernible common enemy can be identified, attacked and
eliminated. The campai~n is more difficult when the
enemy cannot easily be Identified. Who, for instance,
can draw a route map leading straight to the source of
monetary imbalance'? In fact, the enemy we f~ce today
is not a single enemy ..There a~e several enemle~: want,
hunger, disease, enmity, environmental pollution. un
employment, the was~e of.precious re~ources .on de
structive armaments, mflatron-all lurkmg behInd t~e

fact ofintemational paradox. And, Just a~ t~~ enem~ IS
manifold, so too are the results of Its actiVitIes, which
strike rich and poor nations alike.

54. There is a certain pessimism in the air ab<,Jut the
inability of the world community to resolve disputes
that have now become almost a permanent feat!Jff: of
international life. I do not fully share that peSSimism
because [ believe that in our times we must find solu
tions to these issues. When I say that, I am not unmind
ful of the conflicts and confrontations that seem to
surface day by day. There is a fresh wave of ':l0rest,
suspicion and tension sweeping across the contments.
Borders and boundaries seem to pose a challenge to

international security and stability. Jockeying for
power and position has never been so subtle and sci
entific. To add to all this, the explosive potential of
economic imbalance and paradox is perhaps far greater
than has been realized or conceded.

Mr. Niehaus (Costa Rica), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

55. The poor, the hungry, the undernourished and the
unemployed need immediate relief. We cannot ignore
their interests. In human terms, their interests are at the
very core of our concerns, because for politicians to
lose their sense of humanity is for them to lose the very
reason for their existence. [n political tenns, similarly,
their interests are paramount because the continuance
of desperation and frustration must eventually raise
tensions and hopelessness to the point at which only a
violent release IS possible.

56. It is against this background that [ wish to state the
urgent need for a resumption of the North-South dia
logue in a meaningful manner. The first phase of the
North-South dialogue has come to an end, and, while it
is neither fair nor accurate to call that phase a total
failure, it has produced little but despair in the South
and aloofness in the North.

57. In the first phase of the North-South dialogue
some new slcrgans came into being. Slogans hamper
progress, as they give rise to a situation of confronta
tion, which is of no use to either side.

58. It is clear beyond doubt that the existing economic
order is both outdated and lop-sided; it is inequitable
and unsatisfying, to both the North and the South.

59. The North, though ostensibly the. bene~ciary of
this sytem, is still grounded by the.malaIse of mflatlon,
economic stagnation and recessIOn-problems that
were supposed to be endemic only to the South-so a
restructuring of the economic structure will beflefit the
North as much as it will benefit the South.

60 The attempt to restructure the present economic
order should not be approached with slogans or threats
of deprivation. That will yield no~hing but a lot of h~t
air. Hot air will not satisfy hunger In th~ So~th, nor wIll
it strengthen the shrinking dollar. The sltuatl(:m must be
approache~ in terms of co-operatIon, not
confrontation.

61 The res tructuring of the present economic order is
a fonnidable task. It is not one that can be approached
without preparation and rethinking by both the.N?rth
and the South. The North should enter the negotiations
with a definite commitment to set up a new order that
would accommodate the legitimate interests and aspira
tions of the poor nations. The.South, on the ot~er hand,
should pursue ·its plan of action and su~st~tlve ~ork
proposals to back this up. Calm analySIS WIll achieve
results and prevent the kind offrustration that followed
the end of the first phase of dIalogue.

62 In other words the second phase of the dialogue
m~st go beyond me~e disc~s~iondirectly into the are~
of negotiation. And negotIation, of course, has .to b~
conducted within an agreed framework. Negotu~tors
cannot be like a musician who says, "Give me the plano
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and I will play the tune". Negotiations need the equiva
lent of a musical score as well. Producing this score is
not beyond the bounds of human ingenuity in an age of
manifest creativity. In fact, experts have been working
in different forums at producing an agreed set of princi
ples to guide North-South negotiations when they next
get toge.ther. A composite of their views would provide
us with at least the outline of the required framework.

63. It can be argued, for instance, that the framework
for negotiation s.hould consis.t .of five broad principles,
all of them desIgned to facilltate understanding and
co-operation.

64. First, the need to reshape the international order
is not felt only by a particular group of countries or
peoples. The discipline of interdependence is being
forced on us by circumstances, and that discipline can
not be applied within the existing order, which is largely
based on the maxim ''I'm all right, Jack".

65. Secondly, and this flows from the first principle, it
must be accepted all round that the purpose of reshap
ing the international order is not to benefit a single
group ofcountries, but to improve the human condition
as a whole. If this purpose is kept in mind throughout
the negotiating process, then there can be legitimate
trade-offs which result in all sides feeling the beneficial
impact of a reshaped international order.

66. Thirdly, while the concept of basic needs is com
mendable, it is equally true that needs cannot be met
until resources are adequate. Resources are not un
limited, but, within natural constraints, resources can
be expanded through processes of economic growth in
such a way that there is sufficient for sharing. Popula
tion planning is quite obviously an integral part of this
equation.

67. Fourthly, equitability must be a key objective of
the exercise, that is to say, not only equitability as
between today's rich and poor nations, but within rich
and poor nations as well. It would be a travesty if an
i~temational exercise aimed at reshaping the interna
tIonal order were undertaken purely to make the rich in
both rich and poor countries richer. Better and more
effective forms of income distribution need to be
fashioned even as international economic restructuring
takes place.

68. Fifthly, restructuring has to take place in an or
derly manner, with agreed phasing, targets and apprais
als as part of an agreed programme.

69. I. do not claim either originality or exclusivity for
the prInciples listed. They can be put in different ways.
What is important is that they should be agreed on-and
acted on.

70. Sri Lanka's position on issues such as southem
Africa, the Middle East, disarmament, the implementa
tion of the Declaration ofthe Indian Ocean as a Zone of
Peace [resolution 2832 (XXVI)] and other important
questions that will come up before the current meetings
of the General Assembly has been repeatedly stated
~ere an~ in other international forums quite clearly and
In detaIl on many occasions. For this reason, I have
chose~ n~t to take up the time of the Assembly by
restatmg It here.

71. Next year's special session of the General Assem
bly, when we will be taking up development strategy
a,nd other matters connected with the third United Na
tIons developm~nt decade, will provide us with a
~olden opportUnIty to tum our intentions and thoughts
mto deeds. 'VYe can verY easily tum that session into yet
another t.al~Ing.rnarathonin which we engage in cease
less reCnmlll~tlOnsor ceaseless platitudes, or we can
use, tha.t sessIOn as a take-off point for action. The
chOice IS ours. How will we decide?

72. On the part of Sri Lanka there is no hesitation
about what choice should be made. We should like to
see the entire membership of this Organization enter
that ses~ion with a prior commitment to action. We
should like that session to be the occasion for negotia
tion on broad lines, not for mere debates. And we
should like to see that session end with the acceptance
of a co~crete programme of action which would then go
to bodIes such as UNCTAD for implementation.

73. Will the international community accept this
challt?nge? Or will special interests once again deprive
the disadvantaged peoples of the world of their right to
human dignity? If this is not achieved, we face the
danger not only ofa deepening economic crisis, but also
of political explosion. To ward off this danger and to
guarantee permanent peace is the responsibility of the
political leadership of our times. We must make some
constructive progress towards meeting the minimum
economic needs of the underprivileged peoples. This is
a duty and an obligation we owe to history.

~,e

'74. Mr. RAJARATNAM (Singapore): I should like to
begin by expressing the gratitude of my delegation to
the out~oing President of the General Assembly, Mr.
IndaleclO Lievano of Colombia.

75. Secondly, I should like to congratulate President
Salim most warmly on his unanimous election to the
presidency of the thirty-fourth session of the United
Nations General Assembly. At the age of 37, he is the
youngest person ever to have been elected to that high
office. In the short time during which he has presided
over this Assembly, he has already impressed us with
his efficiency, competence and fairness.

76. I should also like to pay a sincere tribute to our
Secretary-General, Mr. Kurt Waldheim. He is a tireless
worker and traveller in search of world peace and of
peaceful and constructive solutions to international
problems. During the past year he visited the countries
of East and South-East Asia in order to learn from their
leaders about the problems of their region. We also
commend the Secretary-General's initiative in conven
ing the Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons in
South-East Asia, held in Geneva from 20 to 21 July
1979.

77. I propose to depart from the usual practice of
focusing attention on numerous specific regional and
national issues. My delegation will deal with those
when they come up for consideration.

78. The close of a decade is conventionally the occ.a
sian for a retrospective assessment of the past to diS
cern what the future holds for us. The 1970s, which we
are leaving behind, has by al} acc?unts been the most
disastrous decade for mankmd smce the end of the
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Second World War. In comparison with it, the preced
ing two and a half decades were years of steady
achievement for most of mankind; and even those who
experienced disappointments and setbacks were hope
ful that, given time and effort, they could correct their
errors and join the mainstream of progress and
advancement.

79. The 1970s have rudely shattered this easy op
timism about the future. A great many things have
happened during the 1970s to convince some people
that the era of uninterrupted progress is over and that
mankind has entered a new cycle of chaos and disinte
gration. There is an all-pervading uneasiness that we
are inhabitants of a planet where more and more things
are getting out of control and that we are plunging
towards some undisclosed disaster. Not a day passes
without world leaders meeting to reverse this drift but
their failures so far leave the impression that they are
trying to manage the unpredictable.

80. [t is tlUe that the decades preceding the 1970s
were marked by crises too. They, too, had their mo
ments of anxiety and uncertRinty. But by and large they
were manageable crises: temporary aberrations in an
otherwise stable world order.

81. The crisis of the 1970s is of a different order of
magnitude. It attacks the :lccepted foundations of the
system, suggesting strongly that they can no longer
bear the load of human problems. The system's poten
tial has been used up. 1t has reached the point of
exhaustion. decay and spreading chaos. It is what
sociologists call a systemic crisis and the 1970s have
given clem' wamings that weare drifting towards such a
crisis. A feature of systemic crisis is that it infects all
subsystems-political. economic, social a.nd ideologi
cal. It embraces all nations and the crisis atnicts the rich
and advanced nations as well as the poor and develop
ing nations.

82. What I want to do is direct the Assembly's atten
tion to the global crisis because it embraces us all and, if
left unresolved, can atrect solutions to regional and
national problems. for these, too, have their roots in the
global convulsion. 1can think of no better forum for the
resolution of the global crisis than the United Nations.
Collectively the 152 nations present here represent all
of humanity . The global crisis which threatens us is not
the creation ofProvidence. but the consequence ofsins
of commission and omission on the part of all of us
represented here. Since the crisis is ofour making, it is
also within our capacity, provided we have the courage
to face up to new realities, to undo what we have done.
That is why [ do not believe that the ongoing crisis is
irreversible or that we should resign ourselves to the
inevitability of c.iislL<;ter.

83. If we approach the present crisis in a spirit of
resi~nati()n or, as some of us are inclined to do,
mimmize the importance and extent of the global crisis,
then the 1980s will inflict far greater damage and human
suffering than that exacted by the 1970s. It is my con
sidered view tbat the weight of the crisis. as in the
19705. will bear down more heavily on the third-world
countries than on rich, advanced societies. Some of us
may find satisfaction in the sorry plight of the developed
and rich countries. True. the rich countries are going
through the torments of political instability, sluggish
economies and growing unemployment. But their suf-

fe~ings are ofa different order from those rampant in the
third world. The victims of the crisis in developed
soc.ieties are buffered by various forms of welfare
assistance which may not make life satisfactory for
them but prevent it from being a life-or-death struggle.
The rich countries can ride the crisis better and emerge
when the crisis ends-as it eventually must-battered
and bruised certainly, but without having lost their
powers of recuperation. A dramatic illustration of this
thesis is the example ofJapan and Gennany. Both those
countries suffered nearly total destruction politically
economically and institutionally. Yet within a decad~
or so they recovered sufficiently to exceed their pre
war achievements first in the economic field and now in
other spheres of endeavour. This is because bombs and
enemy occupation, including colonial and imperial oc
cupation, could not destroy the accumulated know
le~ge and skills of those two peoples or their patriotic
Will to undertake the great sacrifices and stringent disci
pl!ne necessary for their national recovery. That is the
miracle of Germany and of Japan.

84. The impact of the crisis on third-world countries is
of a different order altogether. Foremost among the
disasters it has brought is that, as the danger of open
conflict between the rich, advanced nations has reo
ceded, the third-world countries have been emergingas
the arenas for international turmoil and conflicts. These
initially take the form of conflicts between third-world
countries, but, because modern wars have to be fought
with sophisticated arms that only advanced nations can
provide, these bilateral and multilateral third-world
conflicts can easily be converted, as they now are, into
proxy wars for great Powers.

85. Since 1945 there have been in all some 135 major
and minor wars involving some 80 countries and re
sponsible for some 25 million casualties. With rare ex
ceptions the armies involved were from third-world
countries. Today the fighting almies are wholly from
third-world countries. The great Powers have so
perfected the technique of proxy wars that it would not
be necessary for advanced, rich nations to fight future
wars on their own soil, or to use their nationals, their
citizens, as cannon-fodder. Why should they, when
third-world countries provide the cockpits and the
cannon-fodder, wittingly or unwittingly?

86. If the global crisis is left unresolved, the indica
tions are that in the 1980s civil wars, small-nation wars
and proxy wars will spread further in the third world.
Already across southern Asia, South-East Asia, the
Middle East, Africa and Central America, border and
territorial disputes, recollections of injustices from
times past and social upheavals are igniting countless
conflicts among comrades and brothers in under
developed countries. All these conflicts are ripe for
conversion into great-Power proxy wars. Though I
welcome the detente between the great Powers, we in
the third world should be aware of the dangerous impli
cations it has for us. The detente is an understanding
between the great Powers that under no condition will
they wage war directly against one another because·
nuclear wars imply mutual annihilation. That is what
detente is all about.

87. But nowhere does detente repudiate great-Power
rivalry or resoD to proxy wars. S~ it is inevitable that
the third world should provide the arenas for proxy
wars. That this could be the trend is evidenced by the
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militarization of an increasing number of third-world
countries, most of them desperately poor, through the
supply and sale of arms by advanced countries.

88, An even more telling evidence of militarization is
the third world's share of global military expenditure
over the past decade. According to an estimate made
some five years ago, it shot up from 15 per cent of total.
global expenditure to 23 per cent in the third-world
countries. In the light of the proliferation of new wars
since then, such as the m.ajor one in Indo-China, the
percentage has probably mcreased. A quarter of the
third world devotes more than a quarter of its public
spending to arms. This is the militarization of the third
world.

89. One significant point worth noting about these
wars, whether proxy or not, is that they can be switched
on and off at will by the half dozen or so of the world's
major arms suppliers. The arms supplier can call the
tune to which his desperate clients must dance. The
proxies, having liberated themselves from classical
Imperialism, are now in bondage to new forms of
imperialism-perhaps not as visible as the earlier ver
sion, but affording as much control by the overlord over
his subordinates as was afforded by the earlier im
perialism. When third-world armies can be induced to
operate on an intercontinental basis where their na
tional interests are not even remotely affected, then we
get a measure of the powers of control this new im
perialism can exert.

90. This control is based on exploitation of the petty
and, from the point of view of the great Power, totally
irrelevant ambitions of a growing number of small na
tions. This has contributed in significant measure to the
crisis of the 1970s.

91. ~ati0!lalism, initially a positive and constructive
force ~n thIrd-world countries, has now entered a de
~tructIV~ and reactionary phase. It is now reproducing
III the thIrd world the elTors and distortions that Euro
pean nationalism produced in its immature historical
ph~se. Th!r~-world nationalism has entered its phase of
:aclal,.religlOus and cultural persecutions. The solidar
Ity whIch transcended racial, religious and cultural du
fe~ences has we~ened or t~tally collapsed in many
!hIr~-worid countnes. The thIrd-world countries quite
Jl!stifi~bly. c~arg~d their former imperial mlers with ra
cral dIscnmmatlOn, and yet an increasing number of
t~em n~w :'ldopt this terrible vice as necessary for na
t~onal dlg~llty and survival. I need only draw the aUen
tlqn of thiS As.se~bly t? !he ope!1ly-declared policy of
yiet Nam of eJectmg mIlltons of ItS nationals who have
lIved for generations in that country for no reason other
than that they are ethnic Chinese.

92. Racialis~ is not a monopoly of Europe: we have
adopted t~at VIce. I mention this only as an instance of
the growmg tendency of third-world nationalism to
adopt the vices ~f its former imperial masters. while
carefully eschewmg some of their virtues. And this
tendency has now c~lminated in the greatest vice ofall :
the emergence of third-world imperialism. In the 1970s
~e had many instances of a third-world country invad
Ing another and absorbing it outright for the greater
glpry of the fatherland" or s~tti~g up suppliant puppet
Jeglmes. We are learnmg: pick109 up the vices of our
lonner masters, but not their virtues.

93. The ongoing invasion ofKarnpuchea by Viet Nam

is but a recent example of emerging third-world im
pe~alism. An ~nte~estingfeature of the war now going
on 10 Indo-Chma IS that the proxies, as well as their
patrons, all profess the Communist faith: Viet Narn
Kampuchea, China, the Soviet Union. '

9~, So the crisis of the 1970s brought to the surface the
hidden fact that wars are not wholly a capitalist
phenomenon, and nor are aggression and imperialism.
I~ fact, today capitalist States live far more amicably
WIth one another than do Communist States or those
that claim inspiration from that doctrine.

95.. These, th~n, .are ~ome of the weaknesses, largely
self-mduced, withm third-world countries which make
them easy candidates for proxy wars. Unless these
weakne~ses, whic.h are spreading rapidly throughout
developmg countnes, are remedied, the 1980s may see
many of them broken and b~ttered beyond recovery, or
once more enslaved to mIghty nations. It may take
some of them many generations more to shake off the
new se~vit!1~e becaus.e, unlike the first, its chains are
nearly 1ll~ISlbl~ an~ Its operations too complex and
subtle for IdentIficatIOn and resistance. The enthusiasm
and .ut.ter sincerity with ~hich proxies, wittingly or
un~lttmgIy, promote the mterests of their patrons is
eVI<;le~ce of t.he tantalizing invisibility of the new im
penahsm \yhIC~ some advanced nations are erecting.
Mo.st p~oxles sm~erely believe that their patrons give
lavI.sh aid an~ assistaf!ce to ~he military efforts of small
natIOns and nsk conflicts With other great Powers sim
plY.to furt~er the happiness and the trivial ambitions of
t~eIr proxies .. -r:he }?roxies may have serious reserva
~lOns a~out thiS m pnvate. but their public enthusiasm is
incredible. It underlines my belief that once a hold has
been secured the proxy has little free will left.

96. These aberrations can be taken as unmistakable
~~l.l~lings to the third ~orld that greater tragedies await
It If It does not correct Its accumulating errors. I believe
that these errors can be rectilied and that the disaster
tha! ~ould engulf us can be averted. We can and should
do It 10 the 1980s. Mterthat, it may be nearly impossible
for the thi.rd-world countries to change course. But to
rey-erse thIS drift towards disaster, it is necessary for the
third world to recognize that it has committed and is
co~m~itting .errors, instead of attributin~ its difficulties
to Its Impenal past and to the machinations of the rich
advanced nations. Certainly, our imperial past is a
~actor, but with each passing day the consequences of
Imperialism are becoming more teimous and our prob
l~ms are increasingly the consequence of our own ac
tions. Many of us discarded colonialism and im
perialism some. 30 years ago; to keep on invoking the
past as responsIble for our present condition is to ignore
that this is the consequence of what We ourselves have
done since independence. The fact that some third
world" co~n.tries are doing better in coping with the
present cnSIS suggests strongly that what we do, rather
than what a vanished imperialism did, is the primary
source of our difficulties.

97. Equally, I admit that the rich and advanced na
tions are not exactly bending over backwards to help
us. On the contrary. if the 1970s are any guide, political
and economic stability in third-world countries is not
high on the advanced nations' priority list. As I
~la~<?rated earlier, great-Power rivalry requires the
IgOitlon of safe proxy wars, and proxy wars are more
possible if there is an unstable third world,
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98. In the economic field, the post-war zeal on the part
of the rich countries for promoting economic develop
ment in third-world countries has evaporated. There
are man y reasons for this, one of which is the ending of
the first cold war and the advent of detente. The need to
win over cold-war allies from the third world is there
fore not as pressing as it once was.

99. The other and more important reason is the fear,
on the part ofdeveloped countries, ofcompetition from
economically successful third-world countries. A
number of third-world countries, primarily from east
and south-east Asia and from Latin America, have
demonstrated a capacity to compete successfully with
advanced countries in an expanding range of industrial
products. Initially these were simple ml).nufactures like
textiles, garments and foot-wear, but in the 1970s a few
third-world countries were turning out more sophistica
ted products which compete successfully with those of
advanced countries.

100. The third-world countries which reached this
level of competence were no more than a dozen, but it
was enough to set off an alarm in advanced countries,
which saw in such successes a possible threat to their
dominant economic position and privileges should
third-world countries-over a hundred of them-reach
a similar level of competence in the course of time.

101. From the economic standpoint, these fears about
an economically dynamic third world are both ground
less and self-defeating. But given the fact that the ad
vanced countries had already entered a recessionary
phase, this minor challenge from the third world has
stimulated further protectionist tendencies. The most
strident demands for protection from third-world com
petition have come from Western trade unions, rather
than from their capitalists. The Western proletariat
views the emerging third-world proletariat less as an
ally and more as a foe.

102. The protectionists from the developed world are,
in effect, arguing that the post-war liberal economic
order established in 1944 at Bretton Woods6 should be
dismantled. One of the main pillars of that arrangement
was free trade, with provisions for the removal of tariff
baniers. And the biggest proponents of this are liberals
in the developed world. They are also against the Bret
ton Woods economic order.

103. Yet, under the Bretton Woods arrangement
though it was not wholly responsible for it-there was a
sustained rise in income levels such as was never
witnessed before in human history, in both developing
and develop.ed countri.es. Though the average figures
may mask differences III the performance of individual
countries, per capita income in the third-world
countries under the Bretton Woods arrangements grew
a~ an unprecedented annual rate of3.4 per cent, slightly
higher t~an that for ~ountries of the Organization for
Economic Co-op<:ratlOn and Development. It is also a
fact th~t economIc growth was fastest in developing
countnes based on a free economy and with no inhibi
tions about the flow of foreign investments or multina-

• United Nations Monetary :md Financial Conference held at
Bretton Woods in 1944. '

tional operations. This is a fact, unpleasant though it
may be.

104. The developing countries which are now demon
strating a capacity to compete successfully with the
advanced nations are wholly those based on a free
economy, those which took full advantage of the Bret
ton Woods agreement.

105. For these reasons, Western protectionists are
keen on scrapping the old liberal order-the Bretton
Woods arrangement. What they would like to see
emerge out of the ashes of the old order are more
barriers to competition from third-world countries.
Given such barriers, there is very little hope of third
world countries ever emerging economically and, ofthe
few that have managed to climb up the ladder, being
able to remain there for long.

106. There is much in the criticisms advanced by
proponents of the New International Economic Order
which is valid, but some of the practices and attitudes of
the developing countries will, I believe, work against
the third world and reinforce the strength of the pro
tectionists in rich countries.

107. First, the developing countries cannot demand
free trade while growing more and more protectionist
themselves. There is possibly a case for a constructive
protectionism for third-world industries in their early
stages, but protectionism can become a cover to protect
inefficient and uneconomic enterprises sustained
largely by exploiting the local consumers. Their ability
to grow by competing in the more lucrative interna
tional markets would be severely curtailed. Rich
countries can afford to featherbed ailing industries, but
poor countries cannot for long.

108. The other is the confrontational approach of
third-world countries towards multinationals. Admit
tedly, the multinationals are not philanthropic organi
zations: they are profit-oriented, and their loyalty is to
this central fact. But when they are assured of this , they
bring new technology, skills and established world
markets which poor countries, given the need to op
erate in a global economy, cannot acquire, if ever, even
over many generations.

109. Here, some developing countries see eye to eye
with the protectionists, who are perhaps even louder in
their protests over the havoc wrought by Western
based multinational operations overseas. But if you
read the protests of the protectionists in the developed
countries carefully, you will discover that their objec
tions are not to multinationals as such but to their
operations overseas. More multinational operations
overseas mean fewer jobs at home and more effective
competition from third-world countries. No great
multinational enterprise has been closed down in any
advanced country by either industrial action or govern
ment legislation, but it would have been if it was in
trinsically evil.

110. The main point I want to put across is that it is in
the long-telm interests of third-world countries, what
ever the shape of the New International Economic Or
der that will emerge, to ensure that the principle offree
trade should be made a cardinal principle of that Order.
Sooner or later, the present economic crisis must work
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itselfout, and the world economy will enter a new phase
of prosperit>: and expansion. When that comes, pro
tectionism, If well entrenched, will once again ensure
that the third-world countries get only the leftovers
from the main banquet table.

III. But to take advantage of the new prosperity, our
domestic economies must be sound and dynamic. The
third-world countries must re-examine brutally and
frankly the many economic shibboleths which they
have translated into economic policies and which have
propelled them from one disaster into another. They
should search other third-world countries objectively
to make a compendium of economic policies that have
worked and those which have not.

112. In my view, the policies that work best are those
based on free competition, with the government's role
limited to protecting the people against the harshness
and injustices that unrestrained competition could in
flict, and redistributing the fruits ofcompetition without
deadening the competitive spirit.

113. The other approach is economic development
through government controls and bureaucratic plan
ning. However attractive this may be in theory, in
practice this has rarely worked in third-world
countries: even third-world countries which believe in
controls tum to the free economies of the Western
world-not to the socialist economies-with demands
for aid, investments, markets and technology.

114. Underlying the turmoils and conflicts in the
third-world countries, to which I referred at the start of
my address, is mounting economic discontent. Sixty
percent of the world's population belong to the low
Income group, and they are all in the third world. Life is
getting not better, but worse, for more and more
people, thanks to uncontrollable population increase.
We can produce statistics testifying to advances in this
or that sphere of life in the third world, but growth rates
can hide unpleasant realities.

115. Icando no better than to quote an eminent World
Bank official, Mahbub UI Haq, on the real meaning of
statistics about economic performances:

"When you rip aside the confusing figures on
growth rates you find that for about two thirds of
humanity the increase in per capita income has been
less than $US I for the past 20 years."

116. What the statistics about per capita income tell
us is the extent to which national wealth has grown, but
not how this has been distributed among the popula
tion. If there is unequal distribution of wealth between
rich and poor countries, there is also just as great a
disparity in its distribution between rich and poor
people within third-world countries.

J17. Therefore it is imperative in the 1980s that we
approach our economic problems not in the spirit of
mediaeval religious ideologues who debated and killed
one another over the question of how many angels
could dance on the point of a needle, but as problem
solvers who must deal with realities as they are and
change them on the basis of what is possible or not
possible at a given time.

118. The rich world will continue to remain indifferent
to the pl~as from t~e third world, sunk in poverty,
whose m~mdema~d IS that it should get a free lift on the
gravy traI.n of the nch. I do not think we are going to get
a~y f~ee lift, ~owever much we shout. The hitch-hikers
wIll, III my view, most certainly be left behind.

119. ~ow~ver, a prosperous and economically
dynamiC third world, comprising some two thirds ofthe
world's population, Would be sufficiently attractive to
get better terms from the rich than we can now. The
market-hungry rich nations would be on the doorstep of
prosperous third-world countries with their money and
their blueprint~. Where they could make profits they
would be less mclined to make mischief. They would
hav:e. a veste~ .interest in ensuring our economic and
polItIcal stabilIty, because that would provide them
with their bread and butter too. ;::-

120. Mr. GARCIA-BEDOYA (Peru) (interpretation
from Spanish): My delegation is pleased to convey to
the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania
it~ congratulations on his election to the presidency of
thIS General Assembly and to congratulate his
country, recalling that Peru attended its first non
aligned conference in Dar-es-Salaam. In connexion
with this election we also recall President Nyerere, a
distinguished statesman and a living symbol ofthe high·
est African and universal virtues.

121. We also wish to express our thanks to Mr. In
dalecio Lievano, the noted jurist from the sister Repub
lie of Colombia, for the way in which he conducted the
business of the thirty-third session of the General
Assembly.

122. We also welcome a new Latin American State,
Saint Lucia, to this Organization. Its admission brings
us one step nearer our ideal of universality.

123. The presence in this Assembly of the official
delegation of the people of Nicaragua, represented by
the Government of the Junta of National Reconstruc
tion, fills Latin Americans with pride. Forty years ofa
regime shameful to Nicaragua and the conscience of
Latin America have been left behind. Thanks to the
struggle of the Sandinista Front and the whole people of
Nicaragua, the way to freedom has been opened and
today the hard task of building a future of dignity is
beginning. It is up to the international community to
provide effective and decided support. The Nicaraguan
people have paid a high price for their freedom: human
lives were lost, the economy was shattered, and the
countryside was razed. Today a new era is beginning,
an era of solidarity among all our countries, which have
awaited and hailed the triumph of the Nicaraguan
people, and this Ilfust ur~ently be translated. into the
financial and techmcal assistance needed by Nicaragua,
without restrictions or provisos.

124 The fall of the Somoza dictatorship means not
only victory for the Nicaraguan people but it ~Iso. means
that Latin America has come face to face With It~ de~
tiny of freedom. While. it is true t~at the revolutlon.m
Nicaragua was an herOIC undertakmg on the part of ItS
people it is also true that the firmness ofpurpo~eshown
by sev~ral countries in the region also contnbuted to
some extent to that victory. Some saw to it that the
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inter-American system took the right decision at the
right time.

125. The countries of the Andean Group can say with
legitimate fride that they helped to save an ethical
tradition 0 the region. The initiative which they took,
at a particularly difficult time, was tantamount to a
commitment to justice.

126. As a non-aligned country, Peru was pleased to
take part in the Sixth Conference of Heads of State or
Government of Non-Aligned Countries, recently held
in Havana. There, together with many other small and
medium-sized countries from all regions, we reaffinned
our basic commitment to the policy of non-alignment,
with its fundamental principles and common aims.

127. Our participation in such a conference and in the
non-aligned movement as a whole is seen by us as the
clear political option ofa country which has fought and
will fight to strengthen its independence and consoli
date its sovereignty and to ensure respect for other
principles which our non-aligned movement recognizes
as being of universal Validity, many of which are also
contained in this Organization's Charter. It is the option
of a country which supports the completion of the pro
cess of decolonization and which is opposed to the
division of the world into spheres of influence and mili
tary blocs and which is opposed to any policy of co
lonialism, imperialism, neo-colonialism, racism, ex
pansionism or hegemonism.

128. Consequently, my country feels that at Havana
the sUDstance of our common cause was reaffirmed,
when it was reiterated that regardless of political,
economic or social systems, which constitute the non
aligned movement's essential plurality, the countries in
the movement recognize that non-alignment is an inde
pendent, world-wide and creative factor in interna
tional relations and one which has as its aim and essen
tial focus to make international relations more demo
cratic, to set its members apart from military blocs and
to get rid of these blocs in order to bring peace and
security to all States.

129. Non-alignment has made a substantial contribu
tion to the establishment at the international level of a
new law of the sea. We are therefore convinced, and
would like to believe that all other parties in the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea are
also, of the impol1ance ofwhat is at stake. We have to
be aware that never before has such a large joint effort
been made by so many complex interests, that must
nevertheless be essentially common ones. Just as there
is one sea, so must there be one body to govern and
regulate its peaceful use, the exploitation of its re
sources and its conservation. We are therefore worried
about the fact that at this stage of the debate some
Powers are stilI suggesting unilateral action which we
would regard as threatening. However, we will not
even entertain the idea of failure but will invoke the
highest political vision of all States so that one single
coherent system may regulate the essential undertak
in~s. My country, which has been in the vanguard of
thts struggle, has the authority to call for respect for the
sovereignty of the coastal States and a just agreement
for th.e administration of what we have called the com
mon heritage of mankind.

130. At the beginning of this session of the Assembly,

~e are once.agai~facing the challenge to the Organiza
tIOn that reSides 10 the persistence of situations in vari
ous parts of the world which to a greater or lesser extent
jeopardi.z~ international peace and security and have
been cntlcal for far too long. There are also various
manifestations of policies of power which seem to be
possible because.of the ineffectiveness of the security
system~ and obylous short-comings in the capacity of
the Umted NatIOns to preserve the universal applica
tion of its principles.

131, Racist minority regimes in southern Mrica
persist in their defiance of the imperatives ofnature and
history. The intemational community, openly or
covertly challenged, must not ease up its pressure or
slacken its application of sanctions which after so
many violations, seem to be the only means 'of forcing
changes, which we should like to be peaceful.

132. The international community has clearly es
tablished guidelines for the changes required to resolve
the critical situation in the Middle East. We are aware
that the process of the interrelationship ofStates in that
very important area has invariably and tragically led to
confrontation and war. The effective exercise of the
rights of the Palestinian people, which we firmly sup
port, and respect for the sovereignty ofall the States of
the region are central elements of one form of peaceful
coexi~tence a.nd co-operation which we recognize as
pressmg.

133. In Cyprus, in South-East Asia, in regions of M
rica and in other parts of the world conflict and war are
presenting us with the daily disasters of invasion, occu
pation, the displacement of people as refugees, suffer
mg and death. What peace are we talking about when
these circumstances prevail?

134. When the principles and provisions of our Char
ter are bein~ violated or distorted and the will, ifany, to
deal with SItuations calling urgently for action seems
not to exist, we must agree that there is real danger in
our times.

135. It is almost routine to deplore the growth of mili
tary expenditures and the continued acceleration ofthe
arms race, which, while to some extent it may give a
transitory sense of security, has created a situation

_wbil::.h is not s~tisfact(}ryto anyone but rather increases
the nsk for all. For our part, at this stage, again we have
to say that we do not all have the same responsibilities,
for not all of us subject mankind as a whole to the same
threats. We should like to think that some effective
steps are being taken or at least that negotiations are
under way to check or at least slow down the arms race.
which so often originates in and is promoted from cen
tral countries expanding outward and thus involving
every part of the world in a dynamic process which our
countries have not created but the effects of which we
cannot fail to perceive.

136. Latin America, while not being an area of the
developing world that devotes most resources to mili
tary acquisitions, has made some responsible efforts to
find common criteria to control and limit military ex
penditures. The Declaration of Ayacucho,7 tripartite
meetings and meetings of Andean countries, among
others, have been accepted in Peru as a far-sighted

7 Signed on 9 December 1974. See document AI10044, annex.
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driving force. Unfortunately, progress has been
limited. Despite this we believe that Latin America can
also in this complex problem take the lead, advocating
regional agreement which, in view of the urgency and
realism of the case, should lay the basis for a joint
policy.

137. In inverse proportion to the growth of arms, the
international effort for development shows signs of
slowing down and indeed stagnating. After very many
conferences and meetings dealing with political and
technical aspects, with small or universal participation,
ranging from the sectorial to the world~wide, we have
time and again seen the distressing frustration of the
developing countries as a constant factor. It is all the
more distressing when it is clear that very seldom be
fore has mankind as a whole longed as deeply as now for
peace, stability, social justice and development. We
believe that thIS should be a cause for thorough consid
eration which would make it possible to throw light on
new paths and possibilities and generate a new dynamic
to resolve these conflicts and contradictions, and in this
last part of the second millennium of our era give all the
peoples of the earth the hope that the harsh lessons of
history have not been in vain.

138. In a few days we shall have the opportunity of
listening to His Holiness John Paul II. While we shall
hear in it the noble and authoritative words of the rep
resentative of the Catholic world, we also must re
member that with him comes the memory ofone whose
name he took, who gave the name of peace to the
development ofpeoples and who showed in its dramatic
starkness the paradoxical contradiction between pov
erty and justice.

139. The problem of development comes up periodi
cally and in varying degrees of intensi ty for considera
tion by States Members of the United Nations.
Nevertheless, the Organization has shown itself to be
incapable of dealing with the problem and finding a
solution in terms that would provide a reasonable ex
pectation of success.

140. Over a period of many years we have been build
ing a broad complex of ideas, items and proposals,
believing that through those we could find a solution.
The facts have shown that we were wrong. It seems
clearer every day that the problem lies not only in the
will of States to do this but in the approach taken to
development and the way it is to be discussed in inter
national bodies.

141. The continuing failure of the economic negotia
tions carried out since the General Assembly in 1974
adopted the Declaration and Programme of Action on
the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order [resolutions 3201 (S- Vi) and 3202 (S- Vi)] shows
the lack of political will of the developed nations to
adopt measures in the right direction, and also it seems
th~t we as developing countries have been following a
m1staken strategy in trying to bring about a fundamental
change in the existing structure of international
economic relations.

142. We therefore have to give consideration to the
question of devising new ways, on the one hand, of
strengthenin~ co-operation among developing
co~ntries., w1th a view to changing the present trend,
whIch reinforces the.dependence of the periphery on

the centre, and, on the other hand, of strengthening the
negotiating ,Power of our countries vis-a.-vis the de
veloped natIOns. This is not the time to engage in re
peated, futile complaints against the prevailingl/-njust
mternational order; rather it is the time to take deci
sions to change the terms of these relationships. We
must offset the traditional attitude of obtaining minor
concessions from the industrialized nations by our firm
proposals to try to break new ground, to escape the trap
of our present relationships with the industrialized
countries and the characteristics of the negotiating pro
cess in which we have become involved.

143. What is called for is a qualitative change in our
policies in order to effect a radical modification of the
ties of dependency that have kept our economic de
velopment and social life subordinate to the interests
and policies of the industrialized nations. This change
must of necessity entail a stage during which we must
reject the development models of the "transna
tionalized States" , whose styles oflife and ofconsump
tion are based on a certain level of income and on
distribution mechanisms that are the product ·of an
historic process we cannot emulate.

144. Therefore, that development strategy not only
must be designed to create a new international
economic order, but must be oriented, in tum, towards
a search for new models appropriate to our own
societies. These new models must enable us to deal
with the fundamental aspirations of the population as a
whole, ensuring democratic participation by all sectors
of society in setting common objectives and selecting
the appropriate means ofachieving them. We must seek
change on the basis, not of the models the large, indus
trialized countries offer us in an attempt to extend their
systems to our nations, but ofmode1s designed to form
new ties that will enable us to preserve our own true
identity and to provide for our own protection as dis
tinct and free societies in the future.

145. It is a question of discovering whether the multi
plicity of statements ~d regulat!ons a~reed to over the
last few years contw.n any optIOn SUited to our own
development, or whether we must repetitively imitate
experiments that emerge from a history that differs
from our own because the role we have had to play in
the world's economic system was different.

146. This does not mean that we need seek Utopian
autarkies in our development models or a total break
with the industrialized world. Today, in any case, there
is an obvious interrelationship that has altered the tradi
tional fonn ofdependency. Instead, we must undertake
our own development on the basis of an internal effort
to define objectives and basically national priorities,
and avoid attempts to force us into roles that would
si~p}y accentl.!at~ the inequalities and contradictions
WIthin our soc1etles.

147. This is important, for if present trends are not
corrected, we will continue to mortgage our economic
and social development projects through international
finance and trade mechanisms that are controlled by the
industrialized nations. The inevitable result will be that
by the year 2000, the trade deficit of the developing
countries will amount to more than $200 billion to the
industrialized countries, whereas our own trade will
have increased by 1per cent. In other words, we shall
continue to increase our debt to the industrialized Pow-
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ers in order to cover the deficit we already have with
them.

148. In light of this prospect, we may well be fostering
development by means of machinery that will not en
sure a proper distribution of real income; with an in
flated gross national product that will conceal immense
social inequities; with a process of industrialization
either deficient or based on industries exported by the
developed nations because they are not competitive
enough or because they are a serious threat to the
environment; with outdated technical processes or pro
cesses artificially incorporated into our system of pro
duction; with a system ofpopular education that is filled
with short-comings and is highly wasteful; and, lastly,
with an agricultural production based on exports that in
tum perpetuate chronic food shortages. In short, it will
be a development that is more apparent than real, and
one that is in conflict with the needs of the peoples and
with the social dimension of human rights.

149. For these reasons and many others which I do
not feel I should dwell on now, we must question the
very bases on which current international development
planning is founded. It is our firm belief that, instead of
meeting in august and debilitating bodies to consider
the problems ofdevelopment and co-operation with the
same worn-out view that has prevailed in recent years,
we should rather come together in a serious frame of
mind, issuing at the outset a firm "No," to debate the
current concept of development and its international
treatment. We should attempt to ensure that through
this joint exercise we shall arrive at an integral redefini
tion of the problem and hence a possible way of con
tributing to the true establishment of an economic and
political order aimed at creating a balance and
symmetry in international relations, based on a new
perspectIve seeking to reconcile legitimate interests
and the demands of justice. This attempt to con
ceptualize and articulate a new mode of conduct for the
developing countries must go hand in hand with an
internal effort made by those countries to regroup their
forces; it must emphasize to the full the opportunities
that exist for co-operation among them, thereby in
creasing their negotiating capacity. We must clearly set
forth the true dimension of the development problem
and the possibilities of its being successfully dealt with
on the international level by employing a new viewpoint
that will be essentially political in nature and will re
evaluate the contribution of the developing world to
world peace and security at its proper weight and
significance.

150. For that enormous task, as we approach a new
decade, we feel that-once shorn of the myths woven
round it by the European imagination-Latin America
has something valuable to offer in the present interna
tional debate. The experience of Latin America, en
riched by years of political vicissitudes and various
attempts at integration, is a meaningful one, and should
facilitate its participation in dealing with the problems
of our time. It is not mere chance that our region offers
such a panorama of cultural diversity, of permanent
struwe to affirm its own identity, of a development
marked by the imbalances deriving from the interna
tional division oflabour imposed upon the world by the
great Powers. Our extremely rich variety of situations
and experiences contains the elements that the region
must employ in setting up a new and dynamic relation
ship with other areas of the world.

151. Peru is canvinced that, once shorn of some of its
il!usions, ~.atin A!Derica i~ finding itsett: throu~ a pre
cise definItion of Its own mterests and Its own Institu
tional machinery. The clear perception of the distinct
reality that is our continent will guarantee a more crea.
tive participation with the rest of the third world in
efforts to bring about a new international order em.
bodying a structure of justice.

152. Hence, in the light of the experience of recent
years and in view of the perspectives open to the Latin
American region, and particularly the stimulating pres
ence of the Andean Group, we feel that it is necessary to
have the militant participation of Latin American social
democracy joined in common cause with the various
areas of the third world in the international life of our
time. Although third-world countries act on the as
sumption that democracy is the political organizing pro
cess that best suits their interests, it is clear that they
should not adopt exclusively formalist and liberal con
cepts of this. These have recently turned into unstable
appendages of the laq~e Western Powers. Without los-'
ing its essential qualities, the democratic concept must
be effectively adapted to the particular characteristics
of the developing countries, and it must at the same
time be given the revolutionary impetus needed to en
able it to carry out militant and creative activity at the
international level. Therefore Latin America must
without doubt make the demands of the third world its
own. At times, this attitude has led to inevitable con
frontations with other States which, while equally
democratic, h~ve a level of development that places
them in the industrialized world and consequently puts
them in a position to defend interests which are not
those of the developing world. The representative.
democracies of the third world must therefore accept
the challenge of opposing to those interests their own,
and of giving the internal social substance of their own
democratic life the international projection that will, of
necessity, involve them in differences with the indus
trialized democratic Powers to which they are linked by
a thin umbilical cord of political concepts, common in
origin but divergent in their present objectives.

153. We feel that the Latin American democracies
those already in existence and solidly established,
those emerging and be,ing established, and those that
we expect to be set up in the near future-all have to
embark on a new course of shared international reo
sponsibility that is at once a challenge and a stimulus
that can give Latin America and other democracies in
the developing world a new and vigorous role in build
ing the international society of the future.

154. With the foregoing, we are trying to provide the
framework for the possible organic establishment in the
developing world of an alternative that will at one and
the same time be in competition with others of a differ
e~t ideological stamp and open to a convergence of
views and co-operation. We are talking about social
representative democracies of the third world, rev
olut~0!1a~ dem~cr~cies under the banner ofchange and
partlclpatlon almmg at radical transformation of
sclerotic structures at the national level and at radical
change in the unjust international order, which is not
m<?ral and which has, tragically, been shown to cause
pam and war and not to bring progress and peace.

155. In the last 10 years Peru has tried to bring all its
efforts and concern to bear on this problem. In order to
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do so we have established a foreign policy that we feel is
in keeping with our capabilities and furthers our claims.
This policy is based on the clear idea that a country that
is not a great Power but rather a small one can and
rightly must boldly grapple with the problems of its
time. We believe that we can only make history by
taking part in it. The major legitimate and traditional
foreign problems of a State must in no way distance or
isolate a country at the international level from the vast
and complex scheme of things which in the final
analysis, for better or worse, it shares with the rest of
the world.

156. In keeping with this feeling, in due time my
country took the heady risk of taking part as far as
possible in endeavours to build a better world, although
that might involve inevitable confrontations in some
instances and blind incomprehension in others. But we
persevered, and we believe that Peru's foreign policy
has made positive and useful contributions both to the
political strengthening of the third-world nations and to
the reworking of ideological frameworks available to
the under-developed countries.

157. It is in this spirit that we have made this state
ment. We all have an obligation and a commitment in
this world Organization. In this instance, we have
sought to contribute to the debate by touching on some
of the problems considered in this body.

158. We are drawing close to the decade of the 1980s.
We must not be shackled by previous decades and
strategies. We must shake off labels and approaches
which claim to save by their very wording. We all know
that the problem is greater and more difficult than that,
and that we shall not resolve it by decking it out in
clothing borrowed from the international paraphernalia
of the past. Let us modestly but without concessions
seek a new language to express old aspirations that
were not satisfied. For this arduous creative labour,
Peru offers its unreserved will to work on the basis ofa
long tradition of effort shared in solidarity, which has
enabled the former inhabitants of its territory to elimi
nate hunger and plunder and to create ajust community
structure.

159. Mr. AKAKPO-AHIANYO (Togo) (interpreta
tion from French): Throughout the world people are
wondering whether next year will succeed in being the
year ofjustice for the peoples, since 1979 has been for
the third world, and for Africa in particular, a year of
disappointments.

160. Embroiled in an accelerating evolution and pre
cipitated into a series of crises-the energy crisis, the
economic crisis, the moral crisis, the financial crisis
our world has J?robably never been so much a prey to
self-doubt as it IS now concerning its capacity to resolve
the problems it faces.

161. The fear distilled in various places by crises both
profound and irrational has, as it were, forced human
societies into a defensive posture in which they with
draw into themselves. In attempting to draw up the
balance sheet-whether when dealing with UNCTAD
or the North-South dialogue-we are inevitably led to
notea record offailure: justice for peoples is still hard to
find.

162. Politically speaking, aside from the major

catastrophes caused by the need of peoples to recover
their liberty by bloodshed and anned conflict, other
even more deadly catastrophes are being bred in secret
because those who could still do something to change
the course of events remain bent on their own narrow
and selfish exclusive interests and are, as always,
awaiting the advent of the irreparable before they begin
timidly to grope towards a solution in the name of who
knows what right of what people, whereas they have
within their grasp the actual key to solutions for the
crucial problems of our time: justice for peoples in
order to bring about universal peace.

163. While speaking of justice and universal peace,
we wish to pay a respectful tribute to the memory of a
man who devoted his whole life to the emancipation and
well-being of oppressed peoples. Of course I have in
mind Mr. Agostinho Neto, whose sudden death was a
cruel loss to Africa and the world.

164. Before I set forth in this Assembly the views of
my Government on some of the problems that face the
international community, which in varying degrees af
fect our peoples and dangerously threaten international
peace and security, I should like to convey to Mr. Salim
the very warm congratulations of the Togolese delega
tion on his election to the presidency of this session of
the General Assembly. His distinguished personal and
intellectual qualities, his well-known and highly ap
preciated tact, his vast experience and profound
knowledge of international affairs, hand in hand with
his acute sense of impartiality, are in keeping with the
importance of the tasks that await him and are· an
earnest of success for our work. I should like to assure
him that the feelings of profound and sincere friendship
of the Togolese people for the fraternal people of his
great and beautiful country, the United Republic of
Tanzania, as well as for the illustrious African leader
Mwalimu Julius Nyerere, are abiding.

165. I should also like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the outgoing President, Mr. Indalecio
Lievano of Colombia, upon the particularly brilliant
way in which he conducted the proceedings of the
thirty-third session of the General Assembly.

166. I should be failing in my duty if] were not to pay a
particular tribute to our dynamic Secretary-General,
Mr. Kurt WaIdheim, the indefatigable messenger of
peace, for his tireless efforts to seek the best possible
solutions to international problems that are so complex
and at times so difficult. I am not unaware of his dif
ficulties, but I know how much of himself he invests in
all conditions and circumstances, and how he does his
very best and uses his competence to the utmost in
grappling with these problems. We should like him to
see in these words testimony ofour profound feelings of
gratitude and admiration.

167. We should like to congratulate Saint Lucia on its
admission to our Organization.

168. Once again, we have met in this temple of dia
logue, of consultation and reflection in order to con
sider together the difficult problems of a troubled and
disoriented world that is sliding irresistibly towards
major tragedies-unless we all do everything in our
power to see to it that this last quarter of a century does
not become one of despair but rather a time when
justice for men and peoples becomes actual fact.
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169. The events which have disturbed and shaken our
universe, our values and our certitudes have woven an
ever more inextricable web and have forced all of us to
face up to the fact that we have an imperative duty , each
nation having to do its best within the limits ofits means
and responsibilities, to contribute to the building of a
new world revolving on an axis of the cardinal concepts
of justice for men and justice for peoples.

170. An illustrious thinker once said quite rightly that
peace does not come about by chance. It is not just an
Idea in the mind. It is a creation that requires effort and
patience. Nations are the midwives ofpeace , but peace
IS not delivered without effort. Peace cannot be the
product of a benevolent order given from outside. It
must be the end ofajoumey, of the determination of all
to win it and to strengthen it; it is the fruit of justice for
peoples.

171. It is to indulge in understatement to say that the
international political situation has never been so tense,
so uncertain and so threatening. It is thus with sadness
and bittemess that we observe that this peace, which
we so ardently seek and about which we have spoken so
much at each of our sessions, has not yet been brought
about.

172. These are the grim realities which embroil our
troubled universe, rent as it is by convulsions of all
kinds which augur nothing reassuring. In the face of
these facts, we have no right to refrain from expressing
an opinion on the situations ofconflict, the most crying
injustices or the gravest infringements of the rights of
peoples and of States, because this state of permanent
tension, of social injustice and profound economic im
balance comprises the factors that threaten interna
tional peace and security.

173. On the African continent, the South African and
Rhodesian colonialist and racist regimes, on the
strength of the material, financial and military SUppOlt
of certain States, which are, incidentally, members of
our Organization, are trampling underfoot with impu
nity, in a pelmanent attitude ofdefiance, the fundamen
tal rights of millions of Africans. The active complicity
ofcertain States still makes it possible for these political
systems that are an outrage of the man of today to
prosper in the shadow of a repressive and particularly
mthless apparatus.

174. The situation prevailing in Namibia is one of the
tangible manifestations of this. The Namibian people
have constantly been subjected to acts of inhumanity of
all kinds-arbitrary arrests, torture, murder, depriva
tion of elementary rights, intimidation and so forth.
What is worse, the illegal occupation of Namibia by
South Mrica is continuing with the complicity and con
nivance so familiar to all of us, despite the relevant
resolutions of the General Assembly of our Organiza
tion and ofthe Security Council. By its obstinate desire
to destroy by every possible means the national unity
and territorial integrity of Namibia, the racist and retro
grade regime ofPretoria is giving us additional evidence
ofa further escalation in its defiance of the international
community by unilaterally organizing elections in this
Territory III flagrant contradiction of Security Council
resolutions 385 (1976) and 435 (978).

175. It is our impression that the retrograde regime of
apartheid and racism wants, in defiance ofthe will ofall

mankind, to stifle the voice of justice which rang out
from the hearts of Soweto and Sharpeville and which
was ech~e9 by all southern Africa. Where is justice for
the NanubJan and South African peoples?

176. This situation, which is, to say the least, inadmis
SIble, flouts the moral authority ofour Organization and
constItutes a constant source of concern for all States
that prize peace, justice and freedom.

177. .Today, the forces of oppression are still able to
~o~tam th.e anger of the young people within certain
hmlts, ~hlCh are Illusory because they are transient, by
tr.amplmg undelfoot elementary lights and human
~Iglllty.' but they will not be able to go on doing this
Indefimtely. If they continue in their obstinacy, tomor
row the youth of Africa, over-exploited as it is, will
choose the path of desperation and mobilize itself on
the model of the international brigades of 1936 to de
mand in an historic trial of strength that the light of the
peoples of Namibia, of Zimbabwe and of the blacks of
South Africa to dignity, liberty and independence be
finally recognized.

178. If it is this that is sought by those who are so
stubborn in sustaining apartheid, those who obstinately
refuse independence to Namibia and Zimbabwe, those
who obstinately reject elementary justice for all, it is to
be feared that our Organization will tomorrow find itself
on the horns of a formidable dilemma. It is high time to
practise equity and justice for peoples in order to avoid
the inevitable social explosions with their incalculable
consequences.

179. South Africa will, sooner or later, have to face
the fact that the inalienable rights of the Namibian
people to self-determination and independence can be
effectively established only by means of free elections
held under the auspices and control of the United Na
tions. Similarly, the transfer of powers can take place
only within the framework of the relevant resolutions of
our Organization and in respect for the integrity of that
TelTitory, which includes Walvis Bay.

180. It was, therefore, just that the international com
munity rejected the so-called elections of December
1978 organized by South Africa with a view to
perpetuating its abominable policy ofapartheid, racism
and bantustanization. In order to thwart the annexa
tionist designs of the racist regime of Pretoria, our
Organization should hesitate no longer in taking against
Pretoria the energetic measures prescribed in Chapter
VII of the United Nations Charter. All the reqUIred
conditions already exist. We no longer have the right to
remain indifferent to this painful and tragic problem,
which is liable, by reason of its i~supportab~e and ex
plosive nature, to plunge us all m~vltably mto. open
warfare with all the attendant suffenng. Itgoes Without
saying that the destiny of ~amibia will ~e dec~ded on
only by its true and authentiC representatlves-m other
words, by SWAPO, and not by the henchmen of
apartheid.

181. Never, I am sure, has it been more ~rgent ~or t?e
international community to den;onstrate Its sol!danty
with the liberation movements ~n southe~ Afn~~, to
render increased and more sustamed matenal, mIlItary
and financial .assistance to S~APO and at .t~e same
time to step up its pressure III order to faCIlItate the
peaceful settlement ofthis problem by the speedy reali-
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zation of the inalienable rights of the Namibian people
to self-detennination and true national independence in
a Namibia that includes Walvis Bay, in confOlmity with
General Assembly resolution 33/206.

182. With regard to Zimbabwe, does the Rhodesia
Constitutional Conference now under way in London,
which is following up the commitments recently made
by the United Kingdom, the administering Power, open
up any fresh prospects?

183. At all events, the administering Power, the
United Kingdom, and all participants must realize that
no solution apart from the actual effective and complete
transfer of power to the black majority under interna
tional control is liable to settle the problem of
Zimbabwe, and this transfer will always remain a fiction
if a solution is sought without the paliicipation of the
Patriotic Front.

184. In the meantime, it is our duty to condemn all the
numerous attempts on the part ofcertain Powers and of
transnational corporations aimed, on the one hand, at
violating or neutralizing the sanctions ;;igainst Rhodesia
and, on the other hand, at according a semblance of
legitimacy to a regime that would exclude the Patriotic
Front.

185. It is therefore important that all States Members
of our Organization work together to create the neces
sary conditions for the accession, in secutity and
dignity, of Zimbabwe to independence. In this way, we
will be giving proof of our will for peace, justice and
freedom to be established finally in this country.

186. In this regard, the 19-member Committee on As
sistance to Front-line States set up by the OAD at its
most recent meeting in Monrovia will study specific
solutions to the numerous problems facing the peoples
of the region and will have as its primary objective the
consolidation of the economies by initiating a process
of breaking the isolation ofthe front-line countries with
a view to increasing and strengthening their collective
autonomy.

187. Along with this series of initiatives, which wi1l
quickly be set in motion, it is the duty of us all to help to
train young people from these countries in distress.
Each of our countries should in the future consider
offering facilities for the training of these young people.
My country, whose actions for peace require no further
proof, considers as an honour and a privilege the trust
vested in us once again by the OAU by continuing us in
the chairmanship of this committee. We will therefore
do everything in our power to make our modest con
tribution to this historic action on which the whole of
Africa has embarked with courage and determination.

188. With regard to the Western Sahara, the
agreement [A/34/427-S/13503, Annex I] recently signed
between Mauritania and the Frente POLISARIO con
stitutes a new basis for a peaceful settlement of this
distressing problem. The Togolese delegation, while
congratulating Mauritania and the Frente POLISARIO
for their effolis, expresses the hope that this
agreement, which ushers in a new era of peace in inter
national relations, will be followed by others.

189. In this regard, we wish to make a pressing appeal

to Morocco to join this movement .for peace. My
country ~eels that self-determination through universal
suffra~e IS the only path to peace in the region. Decol
onizatlon by means of a so-called referendum-which
has n~~er ac~ualIy.beenorganized-is, to say the least,
surpnsmg, dlsturbmg and unacceptable. Also, since the
problem of Western Sahara is a clear-cut problem of
decolonization, the situation calls for a global
approach-especially in view of the fact that decoloni
~ation !?y a tacit referendum is unprecedented and
mc<;>ncelvable; no~!s it in keeping with the rules ofinter
natlOna} law, wltn the right of peoples to self
determmation or with the requirements of justice for
peoples.

190. My delegation remains, therefore, convinced
that the States of the region will succeed in finding a
satisfactory solution to the problem of Western Sahara
which will take into account the aspirations and the
legitimate interests of the Saharan people.

191. In the Middle East we can detect a faint glimmer
of hope. Butthere remains a long way to go before ajust
and lasting peace is achieved. As the old Chinese
proverb says, "Even the longest journey begins with
the first step"-and I would add that the essential thing
is tha~ the first steps should be in the right direction.
That IS why any search for a lasting solution must of
necessity be free of tangential preoccupations and must
be resolutely oriented towards peace; that is why it is
necessary to face all the facts or we risk falling prey to
the greatest of illusions. The Middle East problem must
be rightly identified.

192. To say that settlement of the present problem of
peace in the Middle East must take account of the
malienable national rights of the Palestinian people is
merely to acknowledge the simple truth. It is a matter of
justice, of justice for the Palestinian people.

193. We wish to reaffirm to these people our unre
served support in the valiant struggle which they are
waging under the aegis of the Palestine Liberation Or
ganization, their sole and authentic representative, for
the exercise of their inalienable and imprescriptible
rights to self-determination, to a homeland and to na
tional sovereignty.

194. We remain convinced that in the Middle East
there can be no valid or lasting solution if it does not
settle the central question of the plight of the Palestinian
people. A just and lasting solution can only be found
with the participation of all the parties concerned and
can only be based on a general consensus inspired by
justice, a consensus which would make it possible for
all the peoples of the area to have their place in the sun
and to live as good neighbours in a climate of mutual
respect, concord and solidarity.

195. The Zionist policy of allowing the warlton
establishment of settlements on the West Bank and in
the Gaza Strip is hardly a positive sign on Israel's part
with regard to the Palestinian question. Forour part, we
continue to believe that sooner or later Israel will shed
its outmoded ways of thinking and face the fact that
peace in the Middle East necessarily entails the imple
mentation of the relevant resolutions of Our Organi
zation, particularly those relating to the inalienable
national rights ofthe Palestinian people, for, fundamen-
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tally, a solution must be found which will ensure justice
for all the peoples of the region. It is only this justice
which can serve as the solid basis for a lasting peace.

19~. The Government and the people of Togo cannot
bnng themselves to concede that these essential
elements-the right to self-determination and a home
land.for one group and the right to existence and tran
quillity for the other-should be sacrificed on the altar
ofarrangements which are liable to complicate the situ
ation even further.

197. Much has been said and without doubt much will
be said in the course of this session about the Camp
David agreements. 8

198. With regard to my own country, Togo is neither a
zealot nor an unconditional supporter ofagreements to
which it is not a party, but neither is it willing to be a
fanatical opponent of them.

199. The fact is that the TogoJese Government is
firmly devoted to the settlement ofconflicts by peaceful
means and is moved by any initiative leading to that
end. That is why Togo has stated its position by expres
sing satisfaction at the peaceful orientation of the ap
proach to the Middle East problem, while indicating
that these agreements would be a good thing if con
sidered as only a beginning: a point of departure for a
solution to the fundamental problem constituted by the
essential elements which I have just outlined.

200. Who would dare to deny that these agreemeItts
have gaps and pitfalls in them? Aware as we are of the
reflexes which inspired certain of the clauses, it does
not seem to us positive consistently to condemn those
who are making attempts at finding peace. The weight
of our Organization should serve to create the condi
tions of trust needed to fill the gaps and avoid the
pitfalls.

201. For our part it is not possible for us to concede
the argument that Egypt has embarked on a process of
peace with the clearly defined intention ofbetraying the
Arab cause, a cause which it has defended for more
than 30 years in conditions familiar to us all, and of
cynically sacrificing the Palestinian people.

202. This, too, is a question of justice to the au
thorities and people of Egypt. Surely it is premature to
charge them with deliberate betrayal.

203. We further refuse to believe that the hostility
expressed towards the Camp David agreements is the
result of a plot hatched against peace by those who
would view with favour, and would in some way profit
from, a war. Nor are we convinced that attempts to
bring about a settlement of the Middle East problem can
stem from a vicious and cynical intention to involve any
one of the peoples of the region in a conspiracy against
any other.

204. We understand and profoundly respect the
sensibilities and reactions of all the parties and l rather
than giving ourselves over to the unfair exercise of

8 A Framework for Peace in the Middle East, Agreed at Camp
David, and Framework for the Conclusion ofa Peace Treaty between
Egypt and Israel, signed at Washington on 17 September 1978.

putting people on tIial for their intentions, we invite all
peoples of the area to a new communion so that to"
gether, i~ a spirit oftole.r~nce and solidarity, they may
once agaIn find the condItIOns for a lasting and fraternal
peace.

205. This peace which we all so ardently desire will
only b~ effe.ctive if it extends also to all parts of the
world III whIch there are unfortunately still hotbeds of
tension which could tomorrow become real powder
kegs.

206. In this r:e~~rd! the Togolese delegation regrets
t~at concrete InItIatIves have not been taken with a
view to creatil.J.g th~ objective co~ditions needed for the
peaceful reUnIfication of Korea In accordance with the
South-North joint communique of4 July 19729 , that is:
the withdrawal ofall foreign military forces stationed in
South Korea and the transformation of the Armistice
Agreement into a peace agreement.

20~. The Togolese delegation hopes that the true aspi·
rattons of the Korean people will prevail without
foreign interference because throughout the world
justice for peoples can only be brought about and
guaranteed In so far as negative external influences are
removed.

208. With regard to the Comorian island of Mayotte,
note should be taken of the wish expressed by the
Comorian and French authorities to abide by the rec
ommendations of the OAU and the United Nations
;.vhich call upon them to discuss the problem of that
Island and thus to find a solution in keeping with the
requirements of justice and the principle of the territo
rial integrity of colonial entities at the time of
decolonization.

209. The excessive accumulation of nuclear weapons
and the strengthening of military bases, particularly in
the areas of the Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf, South
East Asia and in other parts of the world continues quite
rightly to arouse tremendous concern and to constItute
a dangerous threat to international peace and security.

210. As in the past, the Togolese delegation will con
tinue to support and endorse all positive initiatives with
a view to making of those regions true zones of peace,
free from the presence of all foreign military forces.

211. We must, however, recognize that peace can
only be effective if it leads to complete and general
disarmament. That is why the convening in 1982 of a
special session of the General Assembly of the United
Nations devoted to disarmament is in that regard most
timely. We wish to express the hope that concrete
measures will be adopted to that end. The Togolese
delegation wishes to take this opportunity to express
once again to the UnitedStates of America and to the
Soviet Union its satisfaction at the most praiseworthy
efforts which they have undertaken in the SALTnegoti
ations and it calls upon them to conduct those negotia
tions, under the authority of the United Nations, until
complete disarmament has been achieved.

212. A distinguished African head ofstate, known for

- 9 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh Ses
sion. Supplement No. 27. annex 1.
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his wisdom and his lucid appraisal of the events which
disturb our world, declared quite rightly with regard to
military expenditures:

"Is it possible for us to contemplate without bitter
ness the unequal weight respectively accorded in the
world to expenditures for life and death? Surely it is a
matter of infinite sadness that the most costly and
most often followed course is not that of international
mutual assistance, but rather that of military arma
ments and budgets which each year swallow up more
than SUS 200 billion."

To waste money in order to acquire deadly weapons
which are used to hold in check and maintain in destitu
tion the poor people who are being exploited-such is
the tragic formula of deterrence adopted in our time to
perpetuate injustice. This is at once revolting and
shocking, especially when we realize that more than 2
billion human beings live in conditions of total depriva
tion; and that, furthermore, more than a billion suffer
from hunger and malnutrition. These figures express
the grim reality ofevery day that the Lord gives. When
will justice shower its blessings on human beings in
distress? It is high time, because anger is at its apogee
and there are rumblings of revolt.

213. Today less than ever can the developed, indus
trialized countries which persist in wasting the wealth
of the planet continue to shroud themselves in a veil of
modesty, the better-to hide from themselves the depri
vation of the rest of the world, because it is certain that
deterrence will result rather from a democratic sharing
of abundance than from the bogey man of the bomb.

214. The risks of revolution by those who are hungry
and exploited will be eliminated rather by the practice
of justice for all and solidarity than by the diversions of
sCIentific exploits in outer space. Peace in the world will
result from the establishment of justice for the people
and this justice itself resides in the equitable distribu
tion ofabundance rather than in the unbridled arms race
and subversion throughout the world.

215. The economic problems with which we are con
fronted contain within themselves elements of genuine
confrontation, and thus permanent danger. Hence they
are liable at any moment to lead to breaches of the
peace, if we do not in common devise means of over
coming those problems, which are born of profound
imbalances in the unfair and iniquitous structures of
economic international relations.

216. That is why we should like to be able to interpret
General Assembly resolution 32/174, which convenes
for 1980 a special session to evaluate progress towards
the establishment of a new international economic or
der, as the sign of that determination to accelerate the
advent of a new kind of economic relations which
would finally lay the groundwork for justice for the
peoples.

217. In the face of the repeated failures of develop
ment strategies, the failure to adapt objectives of
growth to the actual concerns of developing countries,
and the lack of political will and generosity on the part
of industrialized countries, it is more than ever urgent
and indispensable to reformulate the fundamental con
ditions which should be met by the whole complex of

relations between the third-world countties and a ren
ovated international system.

218. Since 1973 the energy crisis, by aggravating the
intemational economic situation in other respects, has
given a new dimension to the problems of inflation, to
the imbalance of payments and to the evolution of the
cost of living. The deficit in the balance of payments of
the developing countries jumped abruptly from $US 12
billion in 1973 to more than $30 billion in 1977 and it is
expected that it will be in the neighbourhood of $35
billion in 1979. For the end of 1977, the external debt
accumulated by the developing countries which do not
export oil was estimated at about $US 300 billion. Be
hind these figures lurks the spectre of poverty, starva
tion, malnutrition, of endemic disease and illiteracy
from which the majority of the people of Asia, Latin
America and Africa suffer. Behind these figures, where
does one find justice for the people?

219. Social injustice in the affluent countries has
created a category of misfits, incapable of integrating
themselves within the global society, a category of
alienated people without ideals, who believe that they
have to drown their troubles in alcohol, in drugs and in
vice. Thus in the so-called developed countries we find
those who have become the exporters of a product of a
comeletely different kind: mercenaries. This scourge
mobIlizes men of no scruples whatsoever, hired killers,
and sends them to developing countries-the very
countries which have the least need of this kind of
product and which rightly do not ask for these
mercenaries. In this field, too, the affluent countries
impose by force merchandise unfit for consumption
while the developing countries seek nothing other than
justice and peace for their people.

220. In the final analysis, it is the whole complex of
international economic relations which is in crisis, just
as is energy. Thefailure of the fifth session ofUNCTAD
has served only to aggravate further the already worry
ing situation, and has obstructed the process which
should lead to the establishment of a new international
economic order. In the face of this tragic situation
which is liable, unfortunately, to last for a long time to
come, the international community should define as
quickly as possible a global approach likely to give a
concrete and achievable content to international
economic co-operation, assuring prosperity for all, and
according particular attention to the specific needs of
the most seriously affected developing countries: the
least advanced, the land-locked and island countries, as
well as those affected by natural catastrophes. The
industrialized world must demonstrate more willing
ness to listen, more understanding, a greater spirit of
solidarity. It is a matter of reason; it is a question of
justice, justice for aU people. Peace and tranquillity
depend on this, and therefore the salvation of us all.

221. A ray of hope was born with the recent conclu
sion of the negotiations concerning a new Lome con
vention. In many respects, the new convention cer
tainly proved to be less innovative! reflecting in its
provisions a kind of contained fear III the face of the
uncertainties of the future. In spite of this weakness,
the second Lome convention does clearly and unequiv
ocally express the will of the 57 African, Caribbean and
Pacific States and the 9 States members of the Euro
pean Economic Community to contribute to bringing
about a new order of more balanced and closer relations
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between the industrialized and third-world countries.
Our country which, in 1975, was the host for the signing
ceremonies is honoured that it has once again been
chosen to play host to this historic event. Togo, land of
peace, working as it does with determination and con
sistency to bring about a world of greater justice and
solidanty, is not indifferent to this mark of confidence.

222. As we see, tremendous tasks awaitourOrganiza
tion. For them to be carried out fully the increased
support of all its Members, large or small, rich or poor,
weak or powerful, will be needed. It behoves each and
every one of us to make a contribution, however mod
est, to the performance of these noble tasks. There can
be no doubt that this is a long-term enterprise. The road
is strewn with traps, with conflict, with contradictions,
which must be overcome. However, our constant read
iness to envisage change which will recognize and
guarantee the right of peoples to live in freedom, de
cency and dignity should encourage us to transcend our
differences in the name of the necessary complementar
ity and interdependence of us all, in a world which is
shrinking more each day.

223. How true it is, in the words of the President
founder of the Rassemblement du peuple togolais, His
Excellency General Gnassingbe Eyade, President of
the Togolese Republic:

"It is up to us to allow hope to spring anew in the
breast of man by our detennination to remain what
we are, to find our own road and to follow the paths
which we must trace ourselves."

224. Mayall States Members of our Organization,
acting in a spirit of firm solidarity, join forces to combat
the growing threats to our collective well-being, and
unite in order to establish the framework of a world
order where all destinies will draw upon the physical
and intellectual energies available to build in common a
world more in keeping with the profound aspirations for
peace, justice for men and justice for peoples.

225. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Span
ish): One representative has asked for the floor in exer
cise of his nght of reply. I should like to recall that the
General Assembly, at its 4th plenary meeting, decided

that statements in exercise of the right of reply would be
limited to 10 minutes and that representatives should
make them from their seats. r should also like to recall
that the President announced it was his intention to
have that provision strictly enforced. r call on the rep
resentative of Viet Nam.

226. Mr. VO ANH TUAN (Viet Nam) (interpretation
from French): My delegation categorically rejects the
pretentious and provocative statements made by the
head of the delegation of Singapore, as well as his
slander of my country.

227. The head of the Singapore delegation arrogates
to himself the right to give my country a moral lesson
re~arding patriotism, racism and the imperialism of the
thIrd world, and so on. He did so perhaps following the
example ofhis masters, who took it upon themselves at
the beginning of this year to teach us a military lesson,
with disastrous consequences for themselves.

228. We would remind the head of the Singaporedele·
gation that in the past the Government of Singapore
actively co-operated with an imperialist Power in its
war of aggression against the people ofViet Nam, Laos
and Kampuchea, gaining financial profit from the blood
of the people of those three countries.

229. My delegation sincerely hopes that the Govern
ment of Singapore will not repeat its grave errors of the
past and will not allow itself to become embroiled in the
policy of expansionism and hegemonism of another
Power, and take sides against Viet Nam in response to
the policy of peace, friendship and co-operation which
my country pursues with all the countries ofSouth-East
Asia.

230. Regarding the policy of the Socialist Republic of
Viet Nam towards the countries members of the Asso
ciation ofSouth-East Asian Nations and with regard to
the problem of refugees, among whom there are Viet
namese ofChinese origin, orHoa, as well as concerning
the relations offriendship and solidaIity between Viet
namese and Kampuchean people, my delegation re
serves the right to speak on these topics in due course.

The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.




